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Hi, my name is Joe Stumpf, founder of By Referral Only. 

By Referral Only is one of the largest real estate training companies in North America. 
We’ve been the industry leader for 30+ years... and we’re proud to say that over the past 
30 years, we have probably helped more Agents and more Lenders succeed than any 
other company in our industry. 

Today I’m going to give you our #1 Money-Making Email…many of our top Agents and 
top Lenders call this “The Magic Email” because it produces so many referrals and new 
clients for them. 

As you’d expect, our agents with the highest incomes use this “Magic Email” the most… 

Our top Agents and top Lenders earn $250,000 to over $1,000,000 in personal 
income every year. They LOVE using our #1 Money-Making Email because it’s easy to 
use, takes just seconds to send, and it generates new clients without spending a penny 
on marketing or advertising. 

Here’s a great example: Her name is Mandy Tanberg and recently we interviewed her 
about her favorite client getting strategies. 

Mandy has a successful $10 Million per year business, earning approximately $300,000 
in commissions every year. And Mandy doesn’t have a team, so she keeps all of her 
commissions for herself. 

Over 90% of Mandy’s business comes from referrals. When we asked her about her 
favorite referral strategies, she told us that our Magic Email is definitely one of her Top 
Money-Making Strategies. This email is especially important right now because it helps 
generate more new sellers fast, which we all know is GOLD in this market!

Mandy told us this email is completely unique because… “Every person replies back to it!” 
She gets a reply from every client, 100% of the time! 

And here’s the best part: Most of Mandy’s clients will give her 1-2 referrals immediately 
after getting this email. 



Just imagine that for a moment: 

What if you could get 1-2 referrals from all of your clients? And what if you could 
get all these referrals before the transaction closed?  

How much would your income increase if you could turn every client into 1-2 additional 
clients and generate more new sellers, buyers and borrowers RIGHT NOW!? 

All of our top Agents and Lenders have learned how to do this…and you can do it, too! 

So here’s the Magic Email…Our highest paid Agents and Lenders send this to all their 
clients, just before the transaction closes. Mandy likes to send it right after contingencies 
are removed. 

When Mandy sends this simple email to a client, they always reply back… and most of the 
time, the client will give her at least one referral immediately. 



This is especially true in today’s market, so many people are talking about selling, 
but they are scared to make the jump. It’s a water cooler HOT topic and we all know 
someone who is kicking those tires. Sometimes all you need to do is ASK to remind them 
and generate that referral.

      IMPORTANT
You probably noticed in the email that Mandy mentions an important conversation 
she had with the client during their first meeting. This is a key part of the strategy. 
You MUST do this if you want to turn every client into 1-2 additional clients. 

Here’s how it works… 

The first time you meet with a new client to discuss buying, selling, or borrowing, you 
want to use our proven “My Purpose Script”. 

Our highest paid Agents and Lenders use the My Purpose Script with every client 
because it communicates that your “purpose” is to provide them with such incredible 
service that they will happily introduce you to at least two people before the 
transaction closes.  

Mandy and all of our top agents use this script with every client during their first face-to-
face meeting… 

      MY PURPOSE SCRIPT

“It’s important that YOU know, my purpose is for YOU to be so outrageously happy with 
the help I provide that you’ll gladly introduce me to at least two people you really care 
about before your transaction closes. Not because you feel obligated, but because 
you truly believe they’ll benefit.”

Every word of this script has been carefully tested and PROVEN to work by the top Agents 
and top Lenders in our industry. The script is simple, easy to use, and it has the power to 
turn every transaction into 1-2 additional transactions. 



When you use our proven My Purpose Script during your first meeting with the client, 
it plants a very powerful “Referral Seed” in the client’s mind. It makes it easy to ask for 
referrals ANYTIME you want during the transaction.  

When you use the My Purpose Script first, all of your clients will know exactly what you’re 
talking about when you send them the Magic Email… and as long as you’ve provided 
them with exceptional service, they’ll do everything in their power to give you at least 2 
referrals before their transaction closes. 

     SIMPLE 3-STEP PROCESS:

1. Use the My Purpose Script during your first meeting with a new client.

2. Live up to your promise and deliver amazing service that makes them want 
    to give you at least 2 referrals before their transaction closes.

3. Send our Magic Email near the end of the transaction.

Magic Email: 



      NOTE
If you are helping your client sell their home, or get a home loan, you’ll write 
that into the email. “I mentioned that my purpose is not just to sell your home…” 
OR “I mentioned that my purpose is not just to get you a loan…”

When you use our My Purpose Script with every client, then deliver amazing “Referable 
Service”, and finish by sending our Magic Email, you can dramatically increase your 
referral rate from all of your clients.

This is a wonderful way to DOUBLE, or even TRIPLE your real estate business!
However, before you use this email, I need to tell you one more very important thing 
about this referral getting process.

As good as our Magic Email is, this isn’t the ONLY way that Mandy and our top Agents 
and Lenders ask for referrals during the transaction.

Because Mandy and our highest paid agents use our proven My Purpose Script, they are 
able to ask for referrals multiple times DURING the transaction.

To give yourself the best possible chance of getting 1-2 referrals from every client 
we recommend that you ask for referrals at least 3 times during the transaction.

We don’t have enough time in today’s training for me to show you all the best ways to do 
this, but I can give you something right now that will give you all the answers you need. 

To help you ask for referrals during the transaction, 
I’m doing something VERY special...

For a limited time, and only while supplies last, I’m giving away free copies 
of my #1 Best Selling Book: Asking For Referrals: 37 Exact Ways To Ask 
For A Referral And Get It Every Time!



If you don’t have a copy of this incredible book yet, here’s your chance to get it 
completely free. My “Asking For Referrals” book is a step-by-step guide to getting all the 
referral business you want in today’s competitive market. This book will tell you exactly 
what to say, word-for-word, to turn your referral opportunities into closed transactions 
and commission checks. 

Many of the top Agents and top Lenders in real estate have told us that my “Asking For 
Referrals” book has been the #1 Money-Maker in their careers, earning them more 
income than any other resource in their business! And right now you can get a free copy 
of this incredible book – to help you get all the referrals and new clients you deserve. 

“This will be the most important tool in your toolkit. You need to get 
this book. It contains the language that is going to help you consult 
and negotiate all of the transactional details and generate more 
new business.”

To get a free copy of the book, before they are all gone, go to this website and find out 
how to get your free copy now: 

Click Here To Get The Book For Free

Enjoy the book, and we’ll see you in our next By Referral Only Training! 

support@byreferralonly.com

ByReferralOnly.com

800-950-7325

- Colleen Olson
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